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2. PRESS QUOTES 

3. PRESS RELEASE. Coming soon 

4. TECH RIDER 

5. MEDIA LINKS 

 

1. SAM RAPLEY ‘FABLED’ BIO 

Drawing inspiration from Debussy, Tom Jobim, Sarah Vaughan and Bon Iver, the music of Fabled 

explores the wealth of textures, harmonies and grooves available in the traditionaljazz quintet setting. 

Heavily influenced by music for film, and the relationship betweenmusic and storytelling, they are 

always searching for their own new ways to tell the classic,age-old stories. 

The group formed in 2014 when saxophonist/clarinetist, Sam Rapley, brought together a select handful 

of Britain’s most exciting young musicians to play his original music. This close-knit group of friends have 

since found a unified and unique way of interacting with each other, born through years of collaborative 

music making. 

Following the success of their recent EP, Fabled have recorded their debut album, which will be released 

in early 2018. 

 

2. PRESS QUOTES 

“They’re armed with an engaging storyteller attitude that accentuates the beauty found in how one note 

transitions to the next, how one passage builds up from another, and the way in which many streams of 

lyricism unite in a single-flowing confluence of imagery.” – Bird is the Worm 

  

“The idea of stories runs throughout the EP, and each piece is strongly thematic with a clear arc. Rapley 

is a deeply sentimental architect, who throws everything at this record – watercolours, fireworks, mist 

and storm. His playing has a unique character to it – a very sweet tone, that can, as the most human of 
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characters so often do, turn and turn again until it has suddenly become the gut wrenching obsession 

you always feared.” – Cellars and Lofts 

 

3. PRESS RELEASE. Coming soon 

 

4. TECH RIDER. Coming soon 

 

5. MEDIA LINKS 

• YOUTUBE: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYy0yTd3UsbaOeakc6m6vrQ  

• SOUNDCLOUD: https://soundcloud.com/samrapleymusic  

• WEBSITE: http://samrapleymusic.co.uk/fabled/  

• FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/samrapleymusic  

• TWITTER: https://twitter.com/samrapleymusic  

• INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/samrapleymusic/  

• SPOTIFY: https://open.spotify.com/album/5h31fJiynu4jwMOZJnUmjF  

 

6. HIGH RES PHOTO DOWNLOAD 

LINK TO DROP BOX coming soon 
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